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The Growth of the British Empire. by M. B. Synge. Book V of the Story of the World Series. Treats the revolutions in
South America and Mexico, the Boer War in.

With the end, in , of the Napoleonic Wars, the last of the great imperial wars which had dominated the
eighteenth century, Britain found itself in an extraordinarily powerful position, though a complicated one. The
American Revolution began with rejection of Parliamentary authority and moves towards self-government.
France was finally defeated by a coalition of European armies in  This trade, illegal since it was outlawed by
the Qing dynasty in , helped reverse the trade imbalances resulting from the British imports of tea, which saw
large outflows of silver from Britain to China. The Navigation Act of and subsequent acts set up a closed
economy between Britain and its colonies; all colonial exports had to be shipped on English ships to the
British market, and all colonial imports had to come by way of England. In the 17th and 18th centuries, the
crown exercised control over its colonies chiefly in the areas of trade and shipping. The following year, in , the
United States declared independence. A joint force of British and Egyptian troops defeated the Mahdist Army.
The crown exercised some rights of appointment and supervision, but the colonies were essentially
self-managing enterprises. The Province of Carolina was founded in  Of this huge territory somewhat more
than four millions of square miles are situation in North, Central, and South America, three millions in
Australiasia, two and a half millions in Africa, and nearly two millions in the Indian Empire and other parts of
Asia, while the portion that lies in Europe constitutes a very inconsiderable fraction of the whole, amounting
to only , square miles, of which , constitute the area of the United Kingdom. Lawrence basin in Canada,
territories in the Carribean, stations in Africa for the acquisition of slaves, and important interests in India. For
the transported, harsh and unhygienic conditions on the slaving ships and poor diets meant that the average
mortality rate during the Middle Passage was one in seven. Forts and trading posts established by the HBC
were frequently the subject of attacks by the French, who had established their own fur trading colony in
adjacent New France. The mercantilists advocated in theory, and sought in practice, trade monopolies which
would insure that Britain's exports would exceed its imports. There, they competed for trade supremacy with
Portugal and with each other. Gibraltar became a critical naval base and allowed Britain to control the Atlantic
entry and exit point to the Mediterranean. At this time, however, the empires of Britain's traditional rivals had
been lost or severely diminished in size, and its imperial position was unchallenged. The Story of the World
series, by M. After ultimately successful wars with the Dutch, the French, and the Spanish in the seventeenth
century, Britain managed to acquire most of the eastern coast of North America, the St. It acquired Dutch
South Africa, for example, but found its interests threatened in India by the southern and eastern expansion of
the Russians. The Battle of Waterloo ended in the defeat of Napoleon. In return, they were expected to
conduct all their trade by means of English ships and to serve as markets for British manufactured goods.
Spain also ceded the rights to the lucrative asiento permission to sell slaves in Spanish America to Britain.
Spain ceded Florida to Britain. The old mercantile Empire was weakened during the late eighteenth and early
nineteenth centuries by a number of factors: by the abolition in of slavery in Britain itself, a movement led by
the Evangelicals ; by the freeing in of slaves held elsewhere in the Empire; by the adoption, after a radical
change in economic perspective due in large part to the influence of Adam Smith 's The Wealth of Nations , of
Free Trade, which minimized the influence of the old oligarchical and monopolistic trading corporations; and
by various colonial movements for greater political and commercial independence. Initially the Canal was
opposed by the British; [] but once opened, its strategic value was quickly recognised and became the "jugular
vein of the Empire". Slave trading had begun earlier in Sierra Leone , but that region did not become a British
possession until  Malacca joined the empire in , and Sir Stamford Raffles acquired Singapore in  In response
Britain invaded the US, but the pre-war boundaries were reaffirmed by the Treaty of Ghent , ensuring
Canada's future would be separate from that of the United States. The Company's army had first joined forces
with the Royal Navy during the Seven Years' War, and the two continued to co-operate in arenas outside
India: the eviction of the French from Egypt , [] the capture of Java from the Netherlands , the acquisition of
Penang Island , Singapore and Malacca , and the defeat of Burma  In accordance with the mercantilist
philosophy of the time, the colonies were regarded as a source of necessary raw materials for England and
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were granted monopolies for their products, such as tobacco and sugar, in the British market. The term was
embodied in statute in  Today, any affinities which remain between former portions of the Empire are
primarily linguistic or cultural rather than political. European settlement increased through the early decades
of the 19th century, with numerous trading stations established, especially in the North. The first British
Empire was a mercantile one. In the British government was obliged to take over for the financially troubled
East India Company, which had been in India since , and by the end of the century Britain's control over India
extended into neighboring Afghanistan and Burma.


